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(Slow) Frequency Hopping
Sequential carrier frequency changes on

the radio link

Slow - more than one bit transmitted on

the same frequency

Mitigation for:

Fading due to multipath

propagation

Interferences that differ across

available radio channels
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Frequency hopping in GSM
Different frequency for each GSM TDMA frame (8 timeslots)

Hopping sequence generation defined in 3gpp 05.02 spec

Terms used:

Mobile allocation (MA) - set of N radio frequency channels to be used in

the hopping sequence

Hopping sequence (generator) number (HSN)

Mobile allocation index offset (MAIO) - equivalent of channel number in

hopping transmission

MAIO,HSN together with current frame number (FN) used to obtain mobile

allocation index (MAI) selecting current carrier frequency from MA set

 

 



Frequency hopping in GSM (2)
Mobile allocation index (MAI) calculation

    int calculate_mai_sfh(int maio, int hsn, int n, int fn) 

    { 

      int mai = 0; 

      int s = 0; 

      int nbin = floor(log2(n) + 1); 

      int t1 = fn / 1326; 

      int t2 = fn % 26; 

      int t3 = fn % 51; 

      if (hsn == 0){ 

          mai = (fn + maio) % n; 

      } else { 

          int t1r = t1 % 64; 

          int m = t2 + RNTABLE[(hsn ^ t1r) + t3]; 

          int mprim = m % (1 << nbin); 

          int tprim = t3 % (1 << nbin); 

          if (mprim < n){ 

              s = mprim; 

          } else { 

              s = (mprim + tprim) % n; 

          } 

          mai = (s + maio) % n; 

      } 

      return (mai); 

    }



 

 



Options how to implement frequency hopping in SDR
Hopping in analog domain

Hopping in digital baseband domain

Channelization of the whole digital baseband

Use of multiple transmitters/receivers

 

 



Hopping in analog domain
Retuning LOs (Local Oscillators) of analog front-end

Pros:

No additional computations needed

Cons:

LO with fast retuning capability needed (for GSM <4ms per retune)

SDR needs to be able to do retuning at specified time

 

 



Hopping in digital baseband domain
Modulation/Demodulation done on PC the side

Pros:

Arbitrarily quick

Cons:

Requires bandwidth enough to cover all hopping channels

… and bandwidth is limited by throughput of SDR < - > PC link

Requires lots of additional computations on the PC

 

 



Hopping in digital baseband domain (2)
Modulation/Demodulation done on SDR the side

Pros:

Arbitrarily quick - but limited by algorithm implemented in FPGA

No additional computations on the PC

Cons:

Requires bandwidth enough to cover all hopping channels

… analog bandwidth of RF frontend

For USRP X310 limit is 160MHz

More than enough to cover whole GSM900 or GSM1800

For USRP B210 limit is 56MHz

enough to cover whole GSM900 or most of GSM1800

 

 



Channelization of the whole digital baseband
Fast algorithms to do this (i.e. polyphase channelizer)

Pros:

Available implementations

PC side: GNU Radio channelizer/synthesizer blocks

SDR side: RFNoC blocks for USRP X3x0

Cons:

A lot of computations

… that are unnecessary for GSM MS

Would rather to not use this approach

 

 



Multiple transmitters/receivers
Use multiple transmitters/receivers to cover whole MA

Pros:

Don’t have to retune analog LOs

Cons

Increases cost

Additional burden to synchronize everything

Preferably transmitters/receivers should be cheap

receivers: RTL-SDRs

i.e. synchronized Multi-RTL way

transmitter: fl2k ?

Lots of work on synchronization needed before starting to do any hopping

Would rather not use that approach

 

 



Multiple transmitters/receivers (2)
Mutli-RTL

 

 



Tests: analog hopping
USRP1 with DBS RX daughterboard

Test of hopping implemented in 8051-compatible chip

from USRP1:

Frequency changed from C0 channel to empty

channel

Result: Transition time ~ 3.6 timeslots

Test done in 2008 - ancient history!

Transmitter missing: DBS RX - a receive only

daughterboard

 

 



Tests: analog hopping (2)
Test procedure

Sine wave with frequency f transmitted on Tx port

Tx port connected to Rx port through 30dB attenuator

Tx and Rx frequencies set the same value at the same time

Using UHD (USRP Hardware Driver) timed commands to switch LO or DDC/DUC frequencies

Hop period - 50ms

Expected signal received: sine wave with frequency f

… with transition periods when frequency is changed
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Tests: analog hopping (3)
How fast USRP X310 can do analog hopping

Retuning inside of GSM900 band

Retune time below 100 µs

Warning: very coarse test for some frequencies from GSM900

band

not representative for any possible change of frequencies

 

 



Retune
time: ~25ms ?? 

Tests: analog hopping (4)
How fast USRP B210 can do analog hopping

Start or retune - not synchronous

Exact time to change frequency not predictable

Not good - B210/B200mini is our primary target

Can some other method of doing hopping save the day?
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Tests: digital hopping on SDR side
How fast USRP B210 do digital hopping

Very short transition time - approx. 15µs

The method of choice for our hopping implementation

 

 



Stream
tags

Implementing frequency hopping for GSM
UHD provides timed commands API

… it lets us control frequency (LOs and DDC/DUC) with precisely defined time

The timed commands API exposed in GNU Radio through:

tx_command stream tags coming to UHD Sink

messages sent to control input of UHD Source/Sink

stream tags:

Seems to be convenient

… just attach RX and TX frequencies to transmitted burst

Require some signal to send to make frequency change (what with i.e. DTX?)

messages

One message can be used to control both Tx and Rx frequencies

… but in mainline GNU Radio not simultaneously

GNU Radio extended to make it possible (not in mainline yet)

 

 



Implementing frequency hopping for GSM (2)
GNU Radio block for frequency hopping

Tracks current USRP time and frame number

Computes Rx and Tx frequencies based on hopping parameters

Generates frequency change messages for UHD Source/Sink

Example message/tx_command tag content to control Rx frequency:

((direction . RX) (time 2 . 0.55) (dsp_freq . 2e+06) (lo_freq . 9.41e+08))

 

 



Implementing frequency hopping for GSM (3)
Flowgraph used for hopping tests

 

 



Test of GSM frequency hopping implementation
Examination with use a voice call connection made over hopping channel

C0 channel: ARFCN 51 (945.2 MHz)

hopping parameters

MA: ARFCNs 2,37 and 41 (935.4, 942.4 and 944 MHz)

HSN: 0

MAIO: 2 (most of the time)

carrier frequency of the recording: 941 MHz

bandwidth of the recorded signal: 12.5 MHz (resampled later to 13 MHz)

recorder: USRP X310

 

 



Recording - overview
Signal amplitude after channelization

Mobile allocation

 

 



Recording - closer look
Only channels allocated for the call

 

 



Recording - even closer look
Only timeslot 0

 

 



De-hopping in Octave
Amplitude of the resulting signal

 

 



Decoding audio from de-hopped signal

 

 



De-hopping the recording with SDR
Can we do the same with use of USRP B210?

Rx side hopping

Wideband (13 MHz) recording played from USRP B210 Tx output

Tx and Rx ports of the USRP connected through 30dB attenuator

Trying to receive de-hopped narrowband (13/12 MHz) signal out of UHD Source

 

 



Hopping on Tx and de-hopping on Rx
Can we do that as well?

Take narrowband (13/12 MHz) signal de-hopped in octave

Try to send it with hopping

De-hop it back on the Rx side

 

 



What’s missing?
Things left to do

Connecting control messages with hopping parameters from upper layers

Automatic frame number → USRP time synchronization

MS clock frequency synchronization with BTS clock

On some SDR devices (like LimeSDR, XTRX, USRP B200mini) VCXO freq. tunable with DAC

For other SDRs (USRP N2x0, X3x0, B210) correction in software

… and it’s cubersome

GNU Radio doesn’t handle well stream tags when resampling rate changes in runtime

Prepared resampler that does it right

The rest is not there yet

 

 



Questions?
Sponsor:

https://osmocom.org/projects/osmocom-bb-sdr-phy/wiki
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